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Quantum steering with vector vortex photon states with the
detection loophole closed
Sergei Slussarenko 1,4✉, Dominick J. Joch1,4, Nora Tischler1,2, Farzad Ghafari1, Lynden K. Shalm3, Varun B. Verma3, Sae Woo Nam3 and
Geoff J. Pryde 1✉

Violating a nonlocality inequality enables the most powerful remote quantum information tasks and fundamental tests of quantum
physics. Loophole-free photonic verification of nonlocality has been achieved with polarization-entangled photon pairs, but not
with states entangled in other degrees of freedom. Here we demonstrate completion of the quantum steering nonlocality task, with
the detection loophole closed, when entanglement is distributed by transmitting a photon in an optical vector vortex state, formed
by optical orbital angular momentum (OAM) and polarization. As well as opening up a high-efficiency encoding beyond
polarization, the critically important demonstration of vector vortex steering opens the door to new free-space and satellite-based
secure quantum communication devices and device-independent protocols.
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INTRODUCTION
Optical quantum correlations are essential for quantum informa-
tion science, with applications ranging from computation to
metrology and communication1–3. Quantum nonlocality, tested
via e.g. violation of a Bell inequality4–8 or a quantum steering
inequality9, enables device-independent-class quantum commu-
nication protocols10,11 and certified randomness generation12,13.
Such a rigorous verification requires the closure of various
loopholes14 that appear when there are assumptions that may
not hold and that allow classical physics or an eavesdropper to
simulate nonlocality when there is none. Experimentally, the most
challenging loophole to close is the detection loophole, associated
with the fair sampling assumption15. If photon transmission and
detection efficiencies are not high enough, then the statistics of
correlations may be spoofed by hiding cheating strategies as
apparent loss.
To date, loophole-free observation of quantum nonlocality with

photons has been limited to polarization qubits5,6,9. In particular,
the detection loophole has not been closed in experiments
encoded in other photon degrees of freedom, which include
transverse spatial16 (including orbital angular momentum, OAM),
temporal17 and frequency18 modes. For some photonic quantum
information tasks, polarization encoding is known to be non-
optimal19–21. Using a different degree of freedom can provide
advantages particular to the specific physical encoding—such as
improved noise tolerance. One can either encode two-
dimensional qubits or, if advantageous, encode higher-
dimensional qudits to improve the information-carrying capacity
of photons.
Here we show a detection-loophole-free demonstration of a

photon-encoded non-locality test that involves a degree of
freedom other than polarization. In this proof-of-principle experi-
ment, we have chosen a two-dimensional vector vortex encoding,
which has the advantage that it avoids the need for rotational
alignment between the reference frames of the two parties that
share the entangled state22–24 via the transmission of the photon

so encoded. Rotation invariance is beneficial for applications
where quantum information needs to be transferred via a free-
space channel to a portable receiver, e.g., near- or mid-distance
communications to moving aerial receivers, or satellite commu-
nication. Alternatively, vector vortex modes could assist in
quantum channel characterization for error-tolerant applications25

or allow for encoding high-dimensional qudits, but this would
then require giving up the feature of rotation invariance.
As the nonlocality test, we perform quantum (or

Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen) steering26–28 of qubits, where one of
the photon qubits is encoded in vector vortex modes formed by a
combination of OAM and polarization states of light. Quantum
steering is a nonlocality test in which one party trusts quantum
mechanics to describe its measurement apparatus, but no
assumptions are made on the other party and the source of
nonlocal states.
Closing the detection loophole in a nonlocality test requires an

entangled state that is both highly correlated and is distributed
and detected with high efficiency (low loss). The use of steering
protocols can reduce the stringent requirements for the efficiency
in transmitting the state to the untrusted party, compared to a Bell
test, making these tests more suitable for environmental
conditions with higher amounts of noise and loss. However, the
majority of current methods to generate, measure, or transfer
information in degrees of freedom other than polarization are
limited in efficiency or quality and cannot provide performance
sufficient for a loophole-free nonlocality test. Few examples
include spatial light modulators for spatial mode control, or
integrated and free-space electro-optic elements for time and
frequency control that provide flexible manipulation of the
relevant degree of freedom but introduce a significant amount
of loss. In pursuing the use of different degrees of freedom in
entanglement verification, recent works address additional loop-
holes relevant to their specific type of encoding29, or aim at
substantially improving the state quality and measurement
efficiency of high-dimensional states30. Nevertheless, despite
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significant progress in complex experimental demonstrations
involving different physical encodings of quantum informa-
tion31–36, their application to highly demanding protocols such
as device-independent communication remains a challenge.
The key elements in our solution to overcome this roadblock

are: that a polarization-encoded photon, entangled with another
such photon, can be efficiently converted so that its information is
stored in a rotationally invariant vector vortex state; that this
information can be then collected by a (potentially rotated)
observer; and that the photon can be subsequently measured
using efficient projective measurement based on a mode
conversion element, polarization optics and single-photon detec-
tion (Fig. 1a). It is important that all of this must be achieved while
keeping the quality of the quantum correlations very high. By
using state-of-the-art generation, mode conversion, and detection
of photons we simultaneously achieved the goals of high
entangled-state quality and high quantum channel transmission
and thus demonstrated detection-loophole-free nonlocal correla-
tions, with and without rotated observers.

RESULTS
Protocol
We first summarize the key elements of our test, namely the
encoding method for the transmitted qubit, the quantum steering
test, and the technology that enabled it. Our logical vector vortex
qubit is encoded with the zero total angular momentum basis
states

0j i ¼ L; l ¼ �1j i; 1j i ¼ R; l ¼ 1j i: (1)

Here Lj i and Rj i denote left- and right-circular polarization states,
and l ¼ ±1j i denote states with ±ħ of OAM per photon.
Quantum steering is a type of nonlocal correlation that is strictly

weaker than Bell nonlocality, but stronger than entanglement26.
Unlike Bell nonlocality, steering is an asymmetric protocol37. One
of the parties, Alice, is trusted: her measurement process is
described by quantum mechanics and her measurement out-
comes are accurate and are honestly communicated. This
assumption allows performing correlation tests that are more
resilient to noise38 and loss15 in the untrusted channel. Steering is
obviously interesting for protocols where one party is in a secure
location (e.g., at home base) while another (e.g., in the field) may
be more susceptible to the action of an adversary. (However, by
replacing classical with quantum instructions, the need for trust in

one party can be significantly reduced39.) These include one-side
device-independent quantum key distribution11 and randomness
certification40 protocols, and any other application of quantum
nonlocality to e.g. device independence where one of the parties
may be considered trusted because of their secure location27,28.
Besides polarization qubits, quantum steering has been demon-
strated with high-dimensional41–43 and single-photon path-
entangled44 quantum states, although a loophole-free demonstra-
tion of high-dimensional steering remains a challenge.
In our test, we used the loss-tolerant steering inequality

introduced in ref. 15. In this protocol, upon receiving one of the
particles, Alice chooses a particular measurement setting k from a
predetermined set of n measurements to perform on the particle
and announces the same measurement setting to Bob. She then
performs her measurement σ̂A

k and compares the outcome with
the result Bk, which she obtained from Bob. The process is
repeated to accumulate statistics, and quantum steering is verified
if the observed correlations

Sn ¼ 1
n

Xn

k¼1

hσ̂A
k Bki (2)

are higher than a corresponding bound Cn. In order to close the
detection loophole, the untrusted party, Bob, is required to
announce his measurement outcome a specific minimum fraction
of times15, setting a stringent requirement on the transmission ξ
of the channel between the source and Bob. The bound is thus
also dependent on ξ, Cn= Cn(ξ). In contrast, because Alice is
trusted, no transmission requirement is set on the transmission
between Alice and the source. A randomized measurement choice
and particular requirements on the locations of Alice and Bob and
the timing of their communications allow closure of the locality
and the freedom of choice loopholes9. Closing these loopholes
was not a goal of this study because doing so is independent of
the state encoding.

Experiment
Our experimental apparatus consisted of a high-heralding-
efficiency entangled photon pair source, mode conversion
(polarization to vector vortex state) and reverse conversion optics,
polarization measurement optics, and high-efficiency single-
photon detection (Fig. 1b). We used a group-velocity-matched45

spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) process to
generate telecom-wavelength polarization-entangled photon
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Fig. 1 Experimental concept and setup. a Conceptual diagram of vector vortex steering. b Experimental setup. A photon-pair source6,37

produces a polarization-entangled singlet state. The polarization qubit of one photon is converted to a vector vortex state qubit through a
q-plate and is sent through a free-space channel (4F imaging system not shown) to Bob. Alice’s measurement apparatus performs a two-
outcome projective measurement on a polarization qubit. c Bob’s measurement apparatus has an additional q-plate that converts a vector
vortex state qubit into a polarization qubit, and is mounted in a cage system in order to allow for a rotation around the beam propagation
axis, as described in the main text. Blue and green backgrounds represent untrusted and trusted devices, respectively.
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pairs. A nonlinear periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate
(ppKTP) crystal was embedded into a beam displacer (BD)
interferometric setup6,13,37,46, as shown in Fig. 1b to produce a
state having high fidelity with the polarization-encoded singlet
Bell state

jΨ�
p i ¼

1ffiffiffi
2

p ð Hj ia Vj ib � Vj ia Hj ibÞ; (3)

with Hj i and Vj i denoting horizontal and vertical modes,
respectively. Indices “a” and “b” label the photons that were then
sent to Alice and Bob, respectively. Combined with the use of
high-efficiency superconducting nanowire single-photon detec-
tors47 (SNSPDs) this source architecture has shown the capability
to achieve very high heralding (Klyshko48) efficiencies6,13. At the
same time, BD-based sources have shown the ability to generate
high-quality entanglement in the polarization degree of freedom,
with experimentally obtained states ρexp with fidelities up to F p ¼
hΨ�

p jρexpjΨ�
p i � 0:997 with the two-photon singlet state

Ψ�
p

���
E
6,13,37.

The key challenge in using spatial modes for encoding the
entangled qubits it is to maintain high transmission efficiency
over a complete optical path while achieving high mode
conversion fidelity. This requirement currently rules out most
common methods such as the ones based on spatial light
modulators, digital micromirror devices, or metasurfaces due to
their limited diffraction efficiency. In our experiment, we used
q-plates49–52 to transform polarization qubits into vector vortex
mode qubits. Q-plates (and geometric-phase-based mode
transformation elements in general53) induce a polarization
transformation that varies with the coordinate in the plane
perpendicular to the beam propagation. This reshapes the
wavefront with a non-uniform geometric phase. A q-plate acts
on an input beam by reversing its circular polarization
component and adding an OAM value of ± 2qħ (“+” for input
Lj i and “−” for input Rj i polarization), with q being the
topological charge of the q-plate pattern. A q-plate with q=
0.5 directly converts54 a polarization qubit into a rotation-
invariant vector vortex mode qubit23. We use devices based on
patterned soft matter55,56, that to date are the only ones that
have shown the capability to perform high-quality transforma-
tion with virtually no loss, although a number of other q-plate
platforms also exist57–59.
Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1b, c. Photon pairs in

the jΨ�
p i state were generated by the collinear telecom SPDC

source. The downconverter was pumped by a 1 ps-pulse-length
mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser. We used an antireflection-coated
silicon filter to separate the pump from the downconverted
photons. The two-photon coincidence rate was ~20,000 s−1. The
photons were coupled into optical fibers (not shown in Fig. 1, for
simplicity) before emerging into free space for transmission and
measurement. Photon a was sent to the trusted party, Alice, where
she performed a polarization projection measurement with a
quarter-wave plate (QWP), half-wave plate (HWP), and polarizing
beam splitter (PBS). No degree of freedom conversion was
performed on this qubit because no minimum requirement is
set on the transmission between source and trusted party, making
the use of any degree of freedom trivial on this channel. Photon b
was sent through a q-plate where its qubit was converted from
polarization to vector vortex mode degree of freedom, providing
the overall two-photon shared state60

Ψ�j i ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p ð Hj ia 1j ib � Vj ia 0j ibÞ: (4)

The photon was then sent through a free-space channel, which
consisted of a 4F imaging system to the analyzer device of the
untrusted party, Bob. Bob’s measurement device consisted of

another q= 0.5 q-plate, followed by a QWP, HWP, and PBS. This
allowed analyzing vector vortex modes by converting them via
polarization to path, where the photon could finally be fiber-
coupled and detected. All of Bob’s optical components (Fig. 1c),
except the detectors themselves, were mounted in a cage system
that could rotate around the propagation axis of the photons. This
effectively amounted to a rotation of the state from Bob’s point of
view. We refer to the rotation setting of Bob’s apparatus as its
orientation. After the PBS, the photons were collected into single-
mode telecom fibers and sent to SNSPDs for readout. All optical
components, including the q-plates, were antireflection coated for
1550 nm. The use of a 4F imaging system was required because q-
plates, and similar devices that perform a phase-only transforma-
tion, do not generate a propagation-invariant optical mode, such
as a Laguerre-Gauss mode with single radial and azimuthal
numbers. This would result in a non-Gaussian mode shape after
the reverse transformation at Bob’s stage, and thus reduced fiber
coupling efficiency. A 4F setup can compensate for this effect on
laboratory-scale distances.
With our setup, we could change between the hybrid Ψ�j i and

polarization-only jΨ�
p i encodings by removing or adding back the

q-plates in Bob’s arm. First, we characterized the general quality of
the polarization-entangled states and the channel transmission. We
analyzed the distributed states using quantum state tomography61.
The maximum fidelity of the experimentally generated state with the
ideal state jΨ�

p i was determined to be F p ¼ 0:982 ± 0:001. As the
orientation of Bob’s apparatus was changed, the reconstructed state
deviated from jΨ�

p i, and so the fidelity fell from the maximum value
to F p ¼ 0:001 ± 0:004 over rotation angles of θ= 0∘ to θ= 90°, as
expected. The purity of the state hardly varied, and we determined
an average value of Pp= 0.970 ± 0.002. Over the same orientation
range of Bob’s apparatus, we observed Bob’s heralding efficiencies
ranging from εmin

p ¼ 0:421 ± 0:001 to εmax
p ¼ 0:479 ± 0:001 (average

εp ¼ 0:46 ± 0:02) due to the small hardware imperfections discussed
below. We repeated these measurements for the entangled state
Ψ�j i with vortex vector encoding, and determined that the
entangled state fidelity hardly varied with the orientation of Bob’s
apparatus, with an average value of F ¼ 0:977 ± 0:003. Similarly, the
purity stayed nearly constant, with an average value P= 0.975 ±
0.002. With the same rotation as above, Bob’s heralding efficiencies
ranged from εmin ¼ 0:391 ± 0:001 to εmax ¼ 0:481 ± 0:001 (average
ε ¼ 0:45 ± 0:03). These results indicated that quantum steering with
vector vortex qubits should be possible with the detection loophole
closed, even when as few as n= 3 measurement choices15 are used
in the protocol.
Next, we attempted quantum steering with the vector vortex

encoded state. Our results with n= 3 and n= 4 measurement
settings are shown in Fig. 2, where each of the data points
represents a different angular orientation of Bob’s receiver. The
strength of the correlations and heralding efficiency were
sufficient for the steering parameter to remain above the steering
bound for the entire range of receiver orientation angles. The
angular distribution is presented in Fig. 3, where it can be seen
that, by comparison, the polarization-encoded state had a steering
parameter that varied strongly and fell beneath the band for a
large range of receiver orientations.
In addition, we performed a set of quantum steering measure-

ments in which we simulated a dynamically rotating receiver. For
each measurement setting, Bob’s receiver apparatus was oriented
at a different angle, sampling uniformly in the range from θ= 0°
to θ= 90°, resulting in an averaging effect. The results are also
shown in Fig. 3, where it can be seen that the vector vortex state
allows steering to be strongly demonstrated in this noisy scenario,
whereas the polarization-encoded state does not.
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DISCUSSION
In summary, we have shown that it is possible to use a hybrid
polarization-OAM degree of freedom to distribute nonlocal
correlations with the detection loophole closed. Specifically, the

conversion, transmission, and reverse conversion maintained a
high state quality and efficiency, enabling a postselection-free
violation of a quantum steering inequality in the presence of loss,
with n= 3 measurement settings. Among the observed experi-
mental imperfections, we attribute the non-unit purity of the
distributed state to the low contrast of Bob’s PBS, which, being the
central part of the cage system, could not be fine-adjusted by tilt
or rotation. We attribute the loss in efficiency to the lack of rigidity
of Bob’s rotating receiver, which was deforming under its own
weight as the orientation was varied. We verified this assumption
using a separate transmission setup with a stationary version of
Bob’s receiver apparatus. We observed less than 5% increase in
loss (including an increase in fiber coupling loss), when vector
vortex conversion, 4F imaging, and reverse conversion optical
elements were added, compared to a propagation and fiber
coupling of a Gaussian beam. The observed negligible loss due to
conversion to and from the vector vortex mode suggests that the
heralding efficiency required for Bell tests or one-side device-
independent quantum key distribution11 can be achieved by
using bespoke optomechanical components.
Similarly to the case of polarization-only encoding, the

transition towards long-distance applications of entanglement
encoded in non-polarization degrees of freedom will be
challenged by increased loss and noise on the channel. Our
scheme relies on quantum steering, which is more tolerant to loss
and noise than Bell tests. The scheme could tolerate a larger
channel loss to an extent by increasing the number of
measurement settings, but longer distances will eventually require
the use of a quantum repeater and loss- and noise-tolerant
schemes. Our lab-scale demonstration of detection loophole-free
entanglement verification shows the feasibility of using non-
polarization degrees of freedom in high-demand applications. We
hope it will stimulate further research and development of long-
distance communication schemes that benefit from the use of
different degrees of freedom of photons.
The measurement alignment condition that is overcome by the

use of vector vortex states can, in principle, also be relaxed by
using specially designed entanglement verification procedures
based on extra and/or careful measurement direction selec-
tions62–64. However, the use of a physical encoding with total zero
angular momentum, as in Eq. (1), offers a natural method that can
be used with any conventional entanglement test. In addition, we
note that the resilience of vector vortex states to misalignment
and turbulence makes them compatible with event-ready
verification schemes65,66, opening the door to new free-space
quantum relay architectures for device-independent communica-
tion. Finally, the q-plate-based encoding method can be
extended to qudits67, which, although not rotation-invariant,
may enable loophole-free high-dimensional quantum steering
over a fiber or a free-space channel.

DATA AVAILABILITY
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